Bristol PLUS Award Endorsing Employers

“In such a competitive job market, the ability of a potential employee to demonstrate success both academically and in extra curricular fields is a key differentiator. Knowing a candidate will not only be technically competent but has proactively taken part in Corporate Responsibility activities means Zurich in the UK holds the Bristol Plus Award in high regard.” Zurich, Financial Services

“The Bristol PLUS award really helps set the student apart from their peers. It demonstrates commitment, work ethic, teamwork & leadership, all of which are key elements to succeeding in today’s competitive Graduate Job market and the future. At Enterprise Rent-A-Car, we firmly believe in recruiting top talent that can show excellence demonstrating our core competencies, and the Bristol PLUS Award gives students the chance to gain these skills.” Enterprise Rent-A-Car, Car rental

“The Bristol PLUS Award gives us the opportunity to spend some quality time and engage with students in many different ways and help them to develop as well-rounded individuals in preparation for the competitive job market.” FDM, IT Services

“Within the legal graduate marketplace, students are expected not just to have strong academics – To stand out from the crowd, students must also possess strong professional skills and be able to demonstrate their commitment to a variety of voluntary and extracurricular activities.” The University of Law, Education

“Our vision is to be the premier international defence, aerospace and security company in the world. One of the ways to achieve this vision is to ensure we employ the most talented and determined graduates.” BAE Systems, Engineering & Technology

“It's great to see students are taking the initiative and gaining skills that set them above the rest in a competitive job market.” Creditcall, IT Services, Office in Bristol

“Making a difference is often about going the extra mile and the Bristol PLUS Award recognise those students that are not afraid to take up development opportunities and are willing to step up to the challenges that life puts on their path. If Bristol PLUS students want to make a difference to their local communities, we would warmly welcome them here at the National Graduate Development Programme (ngdp) and be proud to call you our own.” NGDP, Public sector
“Although proven academic ability is important we value energy, enthusiasm, business sense, commitment and the ability to relate well to others just as highly. The Bristol PLUS Award enables students to showcase and refine a number of the key qualities and skills that we look for as an employer.” **RPC, Law firm**

“Your degree is important during the recruitment process – but so is getting involved in extra-circular activities and developing your employability-skill set. The Bristol PLUS Award really focuses on this aspect of university life and CV-building.” **Ahurst, Law firm**

“We are looking for excellent graduates to embark on a challenging and rewarding journey with Teach First where they can make a real difference to the daily lives of children across the UK. We know that Bristol PLUS Award students are of the highest calibre and have the skills and drive that it takes to achieve on our programme.” **Teach First, Education**

“The Bristol PLUS Award is an excellent way of enabling students to focus on and develop the key skills and competencies employers are looking for, creating a solid foundation for their future career success.” **CIMA, Accountancy**

“Opus has an ongoing and fantastic track record for taking people from graduate positions to high earning potential and great business responsibilities around the globe.” **OPUS, Specialist recruitment, Office in Bristol**

“Danone is a consumer goods company like no other, trusted by 900 million consumers! We are a world leader in dairy products, bottled water, baby food and medical nutrition with a portfolio of iconic international brands including Evian, Volvic, Activia, Actimel and Cow&Gate. As a graduate at Danone you can really make a difference! You are assigned a real role within the business with true responsibility and accountability, developing your commercial acumen and key business competencies. The Bristol PLUS Award is a great way to begin achieving these competencies!” **Danone, FMCG**

“Amazon Operations is looking for individuals that have Bias for Action. The Bristol Plus Awards identifies and rewards individuals that have Bias for Action as they are doing all that they can to build on their profiles for future employment opportunities.” **Amazon, IT, retail & sales**

“We are looking for students who go above and beyond to show us their dedication.” **Mott Macdonald, Engineering**
“We really value highly enthusiastic and driven individuals and this award can really tease this out of people.” **NFU Mutual, Insurance, Office in Bristol**

“The Bristol PLUS Award is a fantastic opportunity for students to acquire the experience and knowledge employers are looking for in their candidates. It also gives their CV a competitive edge by demonstrating their willingness and desire to succeed.” **ICAEW, Professional body – Accountancy**

“The experience that the PLUS Award gives to these high achieving students significantly sets them apart at interview.” **True Clarity, Software development, Office in Bristol**

“Completing the Bristol PLUS Award demonstrates students are proactive and driven, skills we value at TLT. It's a great way for students to stand out and the skills developed can give graduates a real advantage in a competitive jobs market, where academic achievement is often not enough of a differentiator.” **TLT, Law firm, Office in Bristol**

“The Bristol PLUS Award is a great way to gain practical skills that will help you really stand out in the recruitment process and hit the ground running in your first job. As an employer based in the South West, we’re absolutely delighted to support it!” **CIL, Consultancy**

“It's great to be a part of a great initiative and support the Bristol students in ensuring they receive the necessary skills to succeed in the workplace.” **Orrick, Law Firm**

“We are committed to nurturing and developing local talent and are really excited to be able to support the university in preparing keen and willing students for the working world.” **Nine Feet Tall, Consultancy**

“The Bristol PLUS Award gives students an excellent opportunity to engage in practical activities that will enhance skills essential in their future workplaces. Skanska want to recognise students who go an extra mile to grow both professionally and personally. Investing in community by helping such initiatives directly supports our purpose to build for a better society.” **SKANSKA, Construction and Development**